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I. INTRODUCTION

Within the framework of mobilizing external resources, and after consultation with the

Eastern Africa Development Centre, the Secretariat for Eastern Africa cooperation requested

our Centre to assist it with an "evaluation study on the situation of ports on Lake Victoria.

In the request, the Eastern Africa cooperation secretariat informed our Centre that

according to available information, the port maintenance policy, especially that on the

maintenance of workshops, ship building yards, telecommunications and ship traffic control

and security equipment are to be given priority in the development of ports on the

subregions's lakes. It is therefore of vital importance to develop common parameters and

to coordinate plans for the development, rehabilitation of facilities and maintenance of the

various ports, thus facilitating information exchange on port infrastructure.

Furthermore, the cooperation secretariat indicated that the lake for which the request

is made is Lake Victoria which has the following ports; Kisumu, Jinja, Port Bell, Bukola,

Kemondo Bay, Mwanza South (a Southern port for commodities), Mwanza North (a

Northern port for passengers) and Musoma. The aim of the evaluation study on all these

ports is to establish the exact operational situation of the Lake Victoria ports concerned and

to identify their requirements so as to make more operational.

The Eastern Africa Cooperation secretariat entrusted the team of the Eastern Africa

Sub-Regional Development Centre with the evaluation study on Lake Victoria Ports. The

Centre was also requested to carry out an economic study on the Lake Victoria area.

H. ASSESSMENT OF THE ECONOMIC POTENTIALS AND CONSTRAINTS OF

DEVELOPING LAKE VICTORIA BASIN AS AN ECONOMIC ZONE.

The East African Co-operation Development Strategy (1997-2000) emphasizes the

need to jointly exploit the Lake Victoria resources, manage its environment and develop

adequate and reliable infrastructure to facilitate movement of persons and godds on the Lake.

The Lake basin has, in the Strategy, been designated as a regional economic growth zone.

The desire of the Member State is to have in the Lake basin an integrated development

approach which will ensure sustainable exploitation of the Lake's resources.
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Lake Victoria stands out as a special area in East African Co-operation since it serves as a

unifying factor of the three Member States. Lake Victoria is the largest inland fresh water

lake in the tropics and one of the largest lakes in the World. It is shared by the three East

African countries and its importance cannot be over emphasized. Some of the major factors

that demonstrate its importance are as follows:

• It is an important waterway connecting the three countries;

• It is a source of hydro-electric power, particularly in Uganda;

• It is a source of fresh water for the three East African countries;

• Its micro-climate enhances rainfall in the surrounding area which is agriculturally rich;

• It is the largest inland water fishing sanctuary in East Africa; and

• It is a tourist attraction bringing the much needed foreign exchange to the three East

Africa countries.

2.1. Assessment of state of the Lake Victoria Ports

Adequate and developed Port infrastructure including handling capacities and

capabilities for both goods and passenger is one of the pre-requisites for efficient and

safe transport network on Lake Victoria. Others include the requirements for Crafts

and Vessels to comply with the established standards of certification and maintenance,

equipping all vessels plying on the Lake with modern and regularly, serviced maritime

information equipment and establishment of a regional maritime information centre.

Available information indicate varying emphasis and priorities in Port development and

maintenance policies among the three EAC countries, especially as regards to

workshop, maintenance telecommunications, vessels guiding amenities and safety

provisions.
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There is now a need to develop common parameters and co-ordinate plans on the

development, rehabilitation of facilities, maintenance of Ports channel development and

surveying and exchange of information on Port infrastructure.

Designated Ports in Lake Victoria include Kisumu, Jinja, Port Bell Bukoba. Kemondo

Bay Mwanza South Port (for goods) Mwanza North Port (for passengers) and Musoma.

Our centre is undertaking study in order to establish the exact operational status of all

designated ports on Lake Victoria and identify the improvement needs for the Ports.

We are expected to undertake Lake Victoria technical and organizational port operation to:

1. Establish the number of Ports with maritime maintenance facilities which have

capacities to service national regional needs.

2. Assess the capability and availability of Berthing facilities including Kuays for docking

of both passenger and cargo vessels.

3. Establish operational status of fuel/oil jetties.

4. Assess the existing communication and control facilities.

5. Assess the facilities available to the Lake passengers.

6. Determine the storage capacities including warehousing for cargo and specialized

container terminal facilities.

7. Establish the state of the necessary navigational aids, search and rescue capabilities and

other safety measures.

8. Assess pollution control measures including existing systems for cleaning of oil spills.

9. Determine the loading and off-loading facilities.
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10. Determine the number and assess the state of the floating docks.

2.2 Assessment of existing potentialities and constraints to economic development in the

Lake basin.

This assessment as requested by EAC Secretariat, will form the basis for drawing up

Terms of Reference for comprehensive Economic Study of Lake Victoria as an economic

growth Zone. In this connection, the East Africa Subregional Development Centre will

undertake the following tasks:

a. survey and evaluate the economic activities currently being carried out within the

limits of the various catchment areas in each East African Co-operation Member

State;

b. establish the availability and type of resources in the Lake Basin, e.g. Natural

resources, Labour and Capital;

c. survey of current economic units (enterprises) and other stakeholders at each port

and analysis of backward and forward linkages around the Lake and linkages at

subregional level;

d. assess and determine existing economic potentials and constraints in the basin with

particular reference to industry, agriculture, fishing and tourism;

e. functional analysis of government revenues from ports and expenditures with a

view to evaluating cost/benefit trade-offs as a result of joint management of the

ports;

f. determine and analyse relative economic roles of the East African Co-operation

States and the private Sector as partners in the sustained development of the Lake

basin resources;
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g. assess the impact on environment of developing the Lake basin as an economic

zone;

h. analyse the existing and future employment opportunities and pricing services at

the ports; and

i. recommend possible programme of action for the integrated socio-economic

development of the ports to foster national and sub-regional co-operation and

integration.

III. STRENGTHENING PARTNERSHIP WITH UNOPS

In order to reinforce cooperation and partnership with the Eastern Africa Subregional

Development Centre, UNOPS mission visited our centre from 2 to 4 December 1997.

This mission was undertaken by Ms. Semin Abdulla, Information Officer and Mr. Kojo

Acquaisie, Programme Economist to assess the scope and content of the available UNECA

database. Specially, the mission reviewed information relevant to the Great Lakes as well

as information on the electronic compendium of regional integration studies that the current

East africa Cooperation is interested in.

The mission was also expected to provide feedback on the current work of the Sub-

Regional Development Centre for East Africa (SRDC) and review the current status of

regional economic groupings, specifically, the Economic Community of the Great Lakes

Countries (CEPGL), Kagera Basin Organization (KBO) and Economic Community for

Central African States (ECCAS).

The following are the conclusions of the mission:

The EA-SRDC is yet to fully operationalise its new mandate which aims to ensure that

all substantive divisions within UNECA are fully represented in East Africa. Once this is

achieved, it is expected that all divisions in UNECA involved in operations in East Africa

will liaise closely with EA-SRDC. The Director of EA-SRDC recognizes this challenge and
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he is pursuing this new framework vigorously and envisages that by the of 1998 the new

mandate of the Centre, including its relocation would have been achieved.

The Work Programme of the EA-SRDC for 1998-99 is being discussed amongst all

units in the Centre and as soon as a consensus is reached on the programme content it will

be shared with all partners as well as the RAF/96/802 mission.

In consultation with the East African Co-operation, the EA-SRDC has identified, two

areas for initial co-operation. These are the Mombassa Harbour Refurbishment, for which

a terms of reference has been prepared for comments by the East Africa co-operation and a

study of the economic dimension of the Lake Victoria resource. The terms of reference for

this study is being processed.

The EA-SRDC holds a large numbers of publications, copies of which were shared with

the RAF/96/802 mission. The documents range from studies undertaken by EA-SRDC in

consultation with selected Inter-governmental organizations like CEPGL, KBO, ECCAS and

other mission reports. The EA-SARC was however unable to provide documentation

originating directly from CEPGL, KBO and ECCAS. Aspects of the reason was the events

in 1994 which was said to have affected adversely documentation held by then MULPOC.

The more important reason was that publications relating to issues like the sources of

finances, work programme, minutes of meetings and other more details operational reports

could be accessed directly from the HQ of a selected regional economic organization or the

relevant ministry of the host country. The fact that UNECA was instrumental in the creation

of CEPGL and KBO did not in any way make it a repository for the operational documents

originating from these organizations.

In the case of the CEPGL and KBO the view expressed by the EA-SRDC personnel

interviewed suggested that an RAF/96/802 mission to the selected Inter-governmental

organizations could be the most effective approach to accessing such documentation, however

the personnel interviewed also indicated that such a mission may not render much results in

view of the ongoing conflict situation in the host country. It was proposed that the UNDP

Rwanda Country Office could be approached for guidance on access to documentation

regarding CEPGL and KBO.
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The OAU, UNDP and UNECA are jointly working on aspects of the Abuja Treaty and

in supporting the transformation and modification of the mandate of the OAU from a political

organization to an economic organization. The UNDP has been supportive of this effort by

providing US$ 1.9 million for this activity aimed at economic do-operation and integration

in Africa. The infrastructure requirements of the new mandate of the OAU has been

achieved. The next steps involve harmonizing and rationalizing the regional economic

organization as a basis for identifying building blocks for achieving the African Economic

Community. This activity is proving very challenging but it one that is seen as vital for

advancing the process towards economic co-operation and integration in Africa.

The US$ 1:9 million programme did not extend to the East African Co-operation, the

Economic Community of the Great Lakes and Kagera Basin Organization significantly. It

is envisaged these organization will be the target of follow up activities after a tripartite

review meeting scheduled for January 1998.

The view expressed by the OAU, UNDP and RCID is that Inter-governmental

organizations in Africa have accumulated substantial competencies and knowledge in the

process of their operations in their selected regions which is not being shared with other

regional economic organizations. There was emphasis by personnel interviewed that these

accumulated competencies or success stories should be compiled and shared widely across

all regional economic organizations in Africa. In the case of East Africa, CEPGL is known

to have set up a development bank, an electricity utility and a research centre. COMESA

for instance is renowned for its competencies in trade policy where as ECOWAS is cited for

its immigration and cross border programmes. It is thought these competencies if compiled

could themselves constitute a resources for facilitating the process towards economic co

operation and integration. It was therefore proposed that RAF/96/802 facilities and resources

could offer an information support and coordination assistance to ensure that once these

competencies or success stories have been compiled they are shared with the East African

Cooperation, CEPGL, KBO, East African Chambers of Commerce and Private Enterprises

in East Africa.

Private Enterprises and entrepreneurs are also seen as vital stakeholders in this process.

There is a determination to co-ordinate available resources available to private enterprise as
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well as the promotion of joint investment in Africa. The need to facilitate the sharing of

information by the chambers of commerce in Africa has been identified as a major

contribution to private sector participation in the effort towards economic co-operation and

integration. In this regard it was agreed that with OAU, UNDP, UNECA that electricity

generation and Bauxite aluminum processes should be targeted and packaged for joint

investment in Africa.

The OAU and UNECA were informed that an Issues Note for promoting catalytic

investments and identifying unifying economic factors for economic co-operation and

integration in East Africa has been prepared RAF/96/802 and will be shared with the

personnel concerned. The personnel were also briefed on the outcome of a recent joint

investment promotion conference sponsored by the East African Co-operation where the

private sector was seen to be very active in ensuring that the East Africa region is viewed

as a single investment destination and market.




